Workshop wood
Dear users of this “workshop wood,” power point,
There are more words in some slights than usual, it is because that some of the
instructors are not completely familiar with the inscribed techniques. That means if
you understands what the pp. means, you can make text shorter, or use your own
wordings, you also can translate it in you own language.
If you leave the pp. in the original form, please leave the VGC logo on it. We ask you
to do this, because, specially in the future, you know that the pp. comes from the
VGC. You are free to put on your own logo as well.
If you want to use an other technic than described, just delete the slights you don’t
need and make your own. But than you can’t use the VGC logo, put your own logo
on it if you wanted.
We tend to make a update now and then, this is version E-I February 2019

The Vintage Glider Club https://www.vintagegliderclub.org/

Welcome

Workshop part I-II wood
Part II-II is fabric and paint

Version E-II February 2019

Welcome
Workshop wood
This workshop program is original developed by the “Vereniging Historische
Zweefvliegtuigen” ( vintage glider club of the Netherlands). We understood that
there is need for education of “the wood skills”. Clubs and privet owners are losing
more and more the craftsmanship. After 4 years of workshops we understand
that this power-point is a very useful tool for instructing people for woodwork on
gliders / planes. The good thing is that the work masters who are experienced
inspectors and woodworkers, learn every year more and more how to educate
people, and we integrate this in the power-point, that means it is always up to
date.
It is a lot of work to make a workshop like this and it is a shame that we only use it
in the Netherlands, that’s why we wanted to chair it with you.
Have fun transferring knowledge like we have.
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DISCLAIMER

The contents of this power point; Workshop Wood, of Vintage Glider Club
limited (VGC), UK have been written with the greatest possible care. However,
VGC cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness, interpretations of the
information. The content of VGC’s power point therefore is not legally binding.
The VGC accepts no liability which might arise from the content of its power
point. The same, as above, means for the Vereniging Historische
Zweefvliegtuigen (VHZ), the Netherlands.
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Workshop for:
- (club)Inspectors,
- Glider owners,
- People with any interest in repairing,
restoration and (re)building wooden gliders,
- Ultra-light builders / owners
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Introduction workshop instructor(s)
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Program 1e weekend (date):
Saturday

* 10.00
* 10.30
* 12.00
* 13.00
* 13.45
* 18.00

- welcome + coffee
- theory, part I woodwork
- practice woodwork
- lunch
- practice woodwork
- supper

Sunday

* 10.00
* 10.30
* 11.30
* 13.00
* 13.45
* 18.00

- opening + coffee
- theory
- practice woodwork
- lunch
- practice woodwork
- evaluation and closing
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Program 2e weekend (date):
Saturday

* 10.00
* 10.30
* 11.30
* 13.00
* 13.45
* 18.00

- opening + coffee
- theory, part I woodwork
- practice inspection / wood repairs
- lunch
- practice inspection / wood repairs
- supper

Sunday

* 10.00
* 10.30
* 11.30
* 13.00
* 13.45
* 15.30
* 17.00

- opening + coffee
- theory part II fabrics & paint
- practise fabrics
- lunch
- practice fabrics
- follow up practically proficient / evaluation
- closing and hand out certificate of

participation

Theory programe:
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*Part I (name instructor)
- Inspection after damage
- Repair planning
- Order, cleanliness and work safety
- Different glue’s
- Removing paint and fabric
- Frame / rib reparation; temporary repairs
- Square / round – scarf
- Clamping / nailing strips / tape – finish off
- Repair trailing edge – gusset’s – scarf
* Part II (name instructor)
- Fabrics; cotton / polyester / adhesive lacquer and dope
- Temporary fabric repair; cotton – polyester – finish off
- Paint scheme; masking tape – primer – paint –conservation metal
- Special tools / devices
* Closing
hand out certificate of participation
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This is a course SMALL repairs, not restoring objects like this!
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Practice program:

- Working in teams of 2 people
- The teams are coached by a work master
- Who is doing what is the responsibility of the team
- Submit your work plan with the work master before doing the job
- Observe during the days also they other teams it will give more insight

Theorie books
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Damage inspection 1
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We are talking abouth the general conditions of the glider and small damages,
not talking abouth a crash or hard landing, than you need to
do more and complicated inspections .
- Smell; naturel air, to wood, paint, glue, not humid like an
autumn forest
- Beat with a hammer; (small light hammer) or knock with your knuckles on the
plywood skin. Hollow sound in between ribs or frames. On the ribs or frames,
short and higher, solid sound. If the plywood is released from the glue, sounds it
like two taps one after they other with a very short interval.
- Blowing; If there are cracks in the paint, it can mean cracks in the plywood skin,
blow, (better than suck, because you will breath inn the dust from inside, bad for
your longs), blow on the crack, when you can create an airflow, there is possibly a
crack in the plywood
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Looks like no damage

One of the ribs is broken

Damage inspection 2
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- Fabric; look for folds and/or damage on the fabric, it can mean some part of a
structure nearby can be damaged
- Pressure; controlled pressure on the plywood skin, can show cracks in the
plywood. Torsion pressure on trailing edge left and right from a rib, can show
glue or wood failure
- Make an opening; last option open the plywood skin or fabric to have a better
look insight. Before doing this, remember you have to close it again! Think
forward
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A camera can be very useful; inside wing
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Camera images; insight fuselage
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Repair planning 1
- Be sure that the room where you will do the job, is big enough even when you
have to rotate the object.
- That you can go freely around the working area.
- Temperature min 18°C, and 20°C by fabricking and gluing.
- Humidity 50 – 70%.
- Clean the room first out, it works much more
efficient and relaxed.
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Repair planning 2
Work clean and safe
Clean
- Clean out the place where are you working.
- If it is an isolated place you work on, mark it with mask tape and cover the
rest of the object.
- Clean at least grease from hands and tools.
Safety
- Wear a dust mask and safety glasses when you are using sandpaper, dope or
paint.

For working with thinners a carbon mask. Thinner is a lungs killer!
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Repair planning 3

- Trestles / tables; stable trestles in the right height, remember our back.
workbench, or table to work on and to lay out your tools
- Materials like wood, glue, fabric, paint, brushes, sandpaper and mask tape.
Also empty cans, jars
- Tools, make it easy and display them so that they are for the taking like they
do for a medical operation

At least for bigger repairs make a planning on paper
including a list of tools and materials you need.
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Medical? Operation room!

Medical? Orthopaedic!

Wooden planes, tools
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Useful tools for woodwork
Number
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Tool
wood chisel small
wood chisel wide
whetstone rough / otherside for polishing
scrae steel or old chisel
hood saw
surform rasp
Sanding block rough / fine
carpenter's pencil
caliper 1/10 mm accurate
yardstick bendable
passer
measuring tape
snag
jigsaw
knife (like Stanly)

Sice
12mm / 1/2"
32 mm / 1 1/2"
--200 mm
----300 mm / 12"
min. 5m
300 mm
---
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Glue types

- When using not to combine glues, remove al the glue
- When using different to combine or the same glue, remove loose glue and make the
surface flat and rough (better contact)
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Aerodux 185, harder HRP 150 / 155
-

-

Raw material: Aerodux 185 is a resin glue
The glue is red/brown powder or dark red/brown pasta, the powder unlimited
shelf life, the paste twelve months only
We use harder HRP150 a white powder, 155 hardened to quick for our use
Aerodux 185 glue powder mixing with water (see prescription on the can)
Mix the glue paste with the powder 5 to 1, weight units
Stir well and use the glue in 15 min’s
Humidity wood 5-16%
The glue is also perfect for not appropriate repairs. (For Aerolite you need a
perfect fitting because on one side of the repair is the glue past on the other side
the harder)
Smear on both parts, opaque and even, the glue
Put both parts in 30 mins together and clamp/pressing
them
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Clamping time compared to the temperature
Temperature in °C

HRP150
hours

HRP155
hours

10

-

12

15

-

6

20

7

4

25

5.5

3

40

2.5

-

50

1.5

-

60

1

-

70

0.5

-
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Epoxy glue, Epidian 5, harder PAC 100 (Poland)
- Mix the two components well.
- 3 different harder's with different harding times, 17 – 40 minutes.
- Perfect glue for quick repairs.
- In big tins, but also in small tubes.
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Repair 1st step
- Before removing the fabric or paint from the plywood, mark the operation area
with mask tape
- By fabric, cut the fabric out in the area only, or by plywood use scratching steel or
old chisel to remove the paint and filler from the wood only in the operation area.
Leave the paint on the fabric, that can wait after the repair en just before refabric.

Don’t damage the underlying wood!
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- Smaller repairs; make the opening small as workable, round makes the repair
more easy and and cleaner this is a benefit, easier to put fabric / plywood on
and finish off
- Bigger repairs; cut preferably or take skin away just in between ribs and / or on
the rib line, that makes it easier to put fabric on, glue the plywood, because it
is
a stiff and stable starting position

Start small as possible you always can make it bigger

Repair 2st step
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Different species of wood used in glider building
Wood

- pine (kiefer), for example German gliders
- spruce, Slingsby gliders
- balsa, not for construction purposes, but moulding
- essen / hickory tough and hard, for skids
Plywood - birch, German gliders
- beech, UK and German gliders
- okoumé, because it is thicker even after a long time there are less
ditches in-between the ribs or frames, Slingsby

Pay attention!
Make repairs if possible with the same wood as
original, because they are different in strength.
The constructor made the calculations for the
used materials
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Repair 3st step
Monocoque / rib repair and temporary repairs
Monocoque fuselage

D-box

Cockpit covering playwood

Trailing edge

Monocoque repairs; square - scarfing
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- Make repairs small as possible
- Square repairs every size. Round repairs < 150mm
- Scarfing 1:15 (20 when it is a weak part of the wood)
- Strengthening square repair, underlying wood: min. 3x the thickness of the skin
plywood.
Strengthening round repair, underlying playwood:2x thickness of the skin plywood.
- Square and round make the strengthening 5mm wider than the scarfing.

Monocoque repairs; square – scarfing
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- Strengthening square: by using nail slats or clamps, spruce is a good option, thick
5-10 mm.
When the monocoque is hollow or round, use two of 5mm because it will follow the
roundings better. Also 5mm wider than the scarfing.
- Rounded corners making the finishing easier
- The repair path has to be the same thickness and number of layers as the plywood
to repair.
- The wood grain of the repair patch has to go in the same direction as the repairing
skin.
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Monocoque repairs; square – scarfing
- Nailing strips: By using nailing strips use two layers of thin plywood, 0.5-0.8mm,
they will follow the curves better, the nails zigzag on solid wood, and by ribs in
line, separated 15 mm, hammering strait in the wood, not under an angle.
Use a small hammer or a special hammer, made for this propose.
The problem with nailing strips is not driving them in, but taking them out, it
needs some experience.
- Clamping: be care full that you make them not to tight, and have a look at they
other side of the clamp, if you don’t damage the good side of the object

Nailing strip hammer on one side a magnet,
they other a nail remover

Nailing strips:
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- All the pgleu work you will do, fix tape on the top of the glueing part on the
topside of the gleu, it means the matrial you use for fixing, will not stick on the
repair paths.
- Because with nail strips you have a strong suport, you can use klipped nails to
overcome overcome moving the part you wanted to gleiu on. Just nail on opositte
side in the midle of the gleuing path a nail, clip it low as posible, put the pat in
position and give a little hammer hit on the patsh surface where the nail is
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Magnet hammer pick’s up the nail,
you don’t need your fingers. hammer
it one time on the right place
Use small steel nails, it makes
little damage

Use the other side of the hammer to bring
the nail home
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✕

Nail remover

For less damage: not under the bottom strip,
but in between the top and the bottom strip



Use a piece of wood to
spread the force

Bottom strip 

Top strip
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Monocoque reparation; round / using mask tape
- If you have a repair in the plywood skin, there is an option to make a round
repair, <150mm .
- Making small repairs means there is not enough space for clamping. Using
nail slats will make more damage.
- On a curved place clamps will some time’s giving ditches in the wood.
- Make it round repair it follows better the curved forms of the D-box.
- Round is easier finishing.
- Use mask tape for curved and flat repairs. No risk distort and to much
pressing together

How to make repairs not using clamps or nail slats.
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Circular repair plywood skin max diameter 150 mm

Bericht uit het project
damage

Workshop wood

3
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5 Strengthening ring, glued inside

6 - 7 Pressure plate inside
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8 – 9 Compression plate outside bolt / wire /
wooden plate / ring / wing nut
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When the plywood is curved, use in-between
the pressure plate and the strengthening ring,
and in-between the compression plate a round
sponge with a hole in the middle for the bolt.

Inside view
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Inside view
Working the hole

Making the patch
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Glueing plywood skin by using masking tape

1 Sponge with a high specific weight and repair path.

1
2

2 Fix the repair path with the glue on it, with two
strokes of masking tape on his place.
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3
3 Place the sponge on the repair pad
exact in the middle, no overlap with
the repair patch

4 The mask tape working from the
middle to the outside of the circle,
tighten fast as posible!

Glue check example

4
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Repair patch

Cross section repair
strengthening ring

Original skin

No glue contact

4
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-

rib repairs
shape ribs
diagonal
vertical
leading edge board
gusset
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Rib repair
- Chamfering 1:15 / 20 if possible
- It is less work if the diagonal or vertical is broken, to
renew it completely
- By preference make play wood on the side of the ribs
and gussets a little higher it is useful by fairing the rib
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Light clamps

Don’t use this clamp,
it damage the skin!

c

Small clamps
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Straps

c
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Bericht uit het project
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Bericht uit het project
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Use clamps small as possible, the weight
can deform / bend the repair or parts
around the repair.
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CERTIFICATE of ATTENDANCE
This is to certify that

Name
has atended VGC training

A four day’s wood-workshop, theoretical and
practice: damage inspection, repairplanning,
monoque and rib repairs, working with fabrics.
Held at The Universe gliding Club,
date
Name and sighned Technical Officer

